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Gamal Al Ghitani
Gamal al-Ghitani, (Arabic: جمال الغيتاني), IPA: [ɡæˈmæːl el ɣeˈtˤɑːni]; 9 May 1945 – 18 October 2015) was an Egyptian author of historical and political novels and cultural and political commentaries and was the editor-in-chief of the literary periodical Akhbar Al-Adab ("Cultural News") till 2011.
Gamal al-Ghitani, (Jamāl al-Ghīṭānī), Egyptian novelist and editor (born May 9, 1945, Juhaynah, Suhaj governorate, Egypt—died Oct. 18, 2015, Cairo, Egypt), was a major figure in the avant-garde Egyptian literary movement called Gallery (or Galliri) 68 as well as an outspoken opponent of both

Gamal al-Ghitani | Egyptian author | Britannica
Gamal al-Ghitani was born in Sohag in 1945 but grew up in Cairo. He came from a poor family and was a self-educated man. He began writing at a young age and his first short story was published when he was fourteen.

Gamal al-Ghitani | The Modern Novel
Gamal el-Ghitani was one of Egypt's most acclaimed novelists, perhaps best known for the classic novel Zayni Barakat, a scathing critique of totalitarianism set in the Mamluk era.

Gamal el-Ghitani: Egyptian author who wrote caustic ...
Al-Ghitani was a war reporter and saw the defeat of the Arab forces by Israel. Both as regards this war and the Suez Canal conflict, he clearly supported Nasser and is highly critical of the subsequent rapprochement with Israel, as practised by Anwar
Sadat, Nasser’s successor.

Gamal El-Ghitani - Simple English Wikipedia, the free ... Gamal al-Ghitani (1945–2015) was an Egyptian novelist, literary editor, political commentator, and public intellectual. He published over a dozen novels, including Zayni Barakat (AUC Press, 2004) and The Zafarani Files (AUC Press, 2009), as well...

Pyramid Texts: A Modern Arabic Novel: Gamal Al-Ghitani ... One of Egypt’s greatest contemporary writers, GAMAL AL-GHITANI (1945–2015) was born into a family of modest means in the Egyptian countryside. He trained as a carpet maker before turning his attention to writing, publishing over a dozen
novels and several collections of short stories.

Gamal el-Ghitani (arabă: گمال الـعثاني) (n. 9 mai 1945, Guhayna, Egipt — 18 octombrie 2015, Cairo) a fost un scriitor egiptean, autor de nuvele istorice și comentarii pe teme culturale și politice. A fost redactor șef al revistei literare Akhbār Al-'Adab (Știri literare).

Gamal al-Ghitani is the author of رعبات الصحراء (3.47 avg rating, 637 ratings, 78 reviews, published 1976), ورود في رحلتي (3.79 avg rating, 224...
Gamal al-Ghitani (Author of تكارب ينيزلا)
Al-Ghitani offers a many-toned paean to the pyramids, effectively conveying their grandeur and mystery. Rather than detailed realistic description he takes a more mystical approach. The group that enters the pyramids, for example, diminishes in size (though they hardly notice) until the experience is entirely an individual one -- a story that easily stands on its own.

Pyramid Texts - Gamal al-Ghitani
Gamal al-Ghitani was born into a poor family in Upper Egypt, on 9 May 1945, and grew up in Cairo’s old town. He was fascinated by the world of literature from an early age. "I came into this world a writer. Nobody taught me that," he once said. He started inventing stories as a child, telling them to his mother as she did the housework.

Obituary: Gamal al-Ghitani: A tradition-conscious ...
Gamal al-Ghitani, like his two siblings Khalaf al-Ghitani and Kamal al-Ghitani, has now yielded to yesterday’s implacable sweep. “What happened to yesterday” thus becomes in essence a question of unresolved grief and nostalgia.
Gamal Al-Ghitani unveils the different faces of Cairo. When it comes to the City Victorious, Cairo, the capital of synthesis and historical melting pot of civilizations, few modern writers have ...


gamal al ghitani as one of the reading material. You can be in view of that relieved to gate it because it will present more chances and utility for far ahead life. This is
not without help about the perfections that we will offer. This is along
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One of Egypt's greatest contemporary writers, Gamal al-Ghitani (1945-2015) was born into a family of modest means in the Egyptian countryside. He trained as a carpet maker before turning his attention to writing, publishing over a dozen novels and several collections of short stories.
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